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Welcome to the Hong Kong PolyU Virtual Campus.
School of Design is now using Second Life for teaching and learning, in the aim of
enhancing or adding a new dimension to our normal classes in the university. The PolyU
virtual campus gives us an opportunity to create, simulate, design, communicate, collaborate
and research in a virtual world in ways not possible in ‘real’ life.
According to the curriculum of “Digital Media”, Second Life will be used as a platform
allowing students to design different styles of 3D character design & modeling,
photographing with visual effects to complement classroom course. In the SUMMER
PROJECT (SD3026), there will be three “Modeling Zone” in the campus area (see map
below) for scenario building of each of the SL summer projects respectively. It is fun to use,
engaging, and motivating. The virtual campus will be open and available 24 hours a day and
seven days a week.
With respect to the past experience, the virtual campus and hotel can served both fun learning
and socializing purpose. Hope you can enjoy and design the project scenario here.
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First Step: Creating an object in Second Life
3) You can select a basic shape from list to start
building your first model in Second Life
1) Click on the “Build” Button

2) A object create panel will be opened

1) Select the
“General” tab
a) Name of the object
b) Description of the object

2) In this panel, you can change
the name of the object (a), as well
as some description (b) for your
easy identifying from the
Inventory.
The creator and owner
information (c) can be checked
here.

c) Information about the object
d) Permissions of the object
e) Permissions of the object for
NEXT owner
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You can also set the permission
of the object (d), such that other
avatar with the same group can
also be able to modify your
object. As well as the permission
given to the next owner (e) when
you passed on the object.

Second Step: Controlling and Shaping the object
3) You can select the mode of (x,y,z)
coordinate – World or Local

1) Select the
“Object” tab

2) Here will show the
type of created object,
and you can simple
select and change to
other basic geometry
provided.

4a) Change the position of
the object in Second Life
using (x,y,z) coordinate

4b) Change the size of the object in
Second Life using (x,y,z) value, the
maximum is 10 meters in each dimension
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4c) Rotate the object
in Second Life using
(x,y,z) value

Second Step: Controlling and Shaping the object (Cont’)

1) You can create a hollow in the middle of
the object in 3 different provided shapes:
Circle / Square / Triangle
The size of the hollow in percentage to the
object size, range from 0 to 95

2) Change the “Path cut” >> “End” value to
set the end point of object from starting point
in anti-clockwise direction, range from 0.02
to 1
Starting point

Starting point

1) Change the “Path cut” >> “Begin” value
to remove portion of the object from starting
point in anti-clockwise direction, range from
0 to 0.98
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Third Step: Lighting feature of object
1) Select the
“Feature” tab

3) Change
the color of
light using
RGB value

2) Tick the “Light” feature
of the object can make it act
as an object emitting light

Intensity = 0.5

Intensity = 1.0

1) Change the “Intensity” value can control
the strength of light sourcing from the object.
It ranges from 0 to 1.

2) Change the “Radius” value can control the
radius of luminous area from the point
lighting object.
It ranges from 0 to 20.

3) Change the “Falloff” value can control the
decay of light in strength from the object.
It ranges from 0 to 2.
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Fourth Step: Uploading texture for object
1) Select “Upload Image
(L$10)…” from top File menu
2) Choose the image file for
uploading from your local PC
and “Open”

4) “Uploading …” message
will be appeared in the middle
of Second Life window

3) Preview of image mapping to different
parts of avatar for reference is available
before upload confirmation
No L$ refund after uploading

5) Uploaded image will be showed and
L$10 will be deducted from your Second
Life account. Click “OK” to continue
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6) The texture image can
be found in the “Texture”
folder in Inventory now

Fifth Step: Texturing of object
1) Select the
“Texture” tab

3) Select the texture uploaded in the “Inventory” and highlight
it. Tick “Apply Immediately” box to activate instant preview of
texture mapping. Click “Select” to confirm your selection.

2) Click on the texture
image preview box

5) Select a color in RGB mode to coat on top of
the texture. Tick “Apply Immediately” box to
activate instant preview of texture mapping.
Click “Select” to confirm your selection.

4) Click on the color
preview box

6) Set the degree of object
transparency in percentage
ranging from 0 – 90.

7) Change the “Glow” value ranging
from 0 – 1 to make the object itself light
up with directional shadow.
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8) Tick the “Full Bright” box to
make the object itself light up
without directional shadow effect.

Fifth Step: Texturing of object (Cont’)
Without bumpiness

With bumpiness

Apply different “Bumpiness” on the
texture to strength the depth of the object

With low shininess

With high shininess

Apply different degree of “Shininess” on
the texture to strength the its reflectivity

1) Change the “Repeat Per Face” horizontal and
vertical value (ranging from 0-100) can determine
how to tile the texture on each face of the object
repeatedly
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2) Tick the “Flip” box beside the horizontal
and/or vertical value can flip the original
texture in different dimension

Fifth Step: Texturing of object (Cont’)

1) Rotate the texture on the face of
the object to fit your needs from
-9999 ° to +9999 °

2) Change the “Repeat Per Meter” value (ranging
from 0.1-100), then click “Apply” can determine
how to tile the texture on each meter of the object
repeatedly by face, i.e. size dependent

3) Change the “Offset” horizontal and vertical value
(ranging from -1 to +1) can shift the texture up &
down or left & right on each face of the object

3) Click on the texture
image preview box

1) By selecting the “Select Texture”
radio button, different textures can be
applied to different face accordingly

2) Face(s) of object can be selected individually or
in multiple. The face(s) with “ ” indicated that
the face(s) is/are selected
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4) Select a texture from
the “Inventory” and
click “Select” to apply
the texture on the object

Supplementary tutorial in Second Life

"The Ivory Tower of Primitives"
SLURL: http://slurl.com/secondlife/Natoma/156/118/26
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Module 1: Basic Modeling Skill
This is the ground floor of the tower, including: (i) primitive creation & family, (ii)
positioning & ruler mode, (iii) rotations, (iv) scaling, (v) select texturing and (vi) texture
stretching, (vii) primitives linking, (viii) linked part editing, (ix) primitive copying and (x)
parameters setting, (xi) the Grid.
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Module 2: Advanced setting on basic primitive
This is the first floor of the tower for instructing how to adjust the list of parameter of basic
primitives to enhance your model, including: (i) Path cut, (ii) Hollow, (iii) Twist, (iv) Taper,
(v) Top shear, (vi) Dimple, (vii) Hole size, (viii) Profile cut, (ix) Skew, (x) Revolution and ,
(xi) Radius Delta.
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Module 3: Feature setting for primitive
This is the second floor of the tower. This floor provide tutorial on parameter setting of
basic primitives in the “Feature” tab to further enhance your model, including: (i) flexible
path and (ii) lighting.
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Module 4: Modeling sample tutorial (Step-by-step)
This is the third floor of the tower providing step-by-step guidance to build a specific
model, including: (i) Building by eveballing (4-prim chair), (ii) “Do the Twist” Building
(Low polygon spiral staircase), (iii) Cltr-Z (undo) Building, (iv) “Single-prim” building
(fire hydrant), (v) Module building and (vi) Pivot building (round fence, huge round floor,
high polygon spiral staircase)
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